It is shown that if a non-constant meromorphic function f(z) is of finite order and shares certain values with its shifts/difference operators then f(z) coincides with that particular shift/difference operator.
INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS:
A meromorphic (respectively entire) function always means a non-constant function meromorphic (respectively analytic) in the complex plane. Nevanlinna theory of value distribution is concerned with the density of points where a meromorphic function takes a certain value in the complex plane. It is also assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of Nevanlinna Theory, see e.g. ( [1] , [2] ), such as the characteristic function T(r, f), proximity function m(r, f), counting function N(r, f) and so on. In addition, S(r, f) denotes any quantity that satisfies the condition that S(r, f)= o(T(r, f)) as r tends to infinity outside of a possible exceptional set of finite logarithimic measure. In the sequel, a meromorphic function a(z)is called a small function with respect to f if and only if T[r, a (z)] = o(T(r, f)) as r tends to infinity outside of a possible exceptional set of finite logarithimic measure. We denote by S(f), the family of all such small meromorphic functions.
We say that two meromorphic functions f and g share the value a (belonging to extended complex plane) CM (IM) provided that f (z) ≡ a if and only if g(z) ≡ a, counting multiplicity (ignoring multiplicity).
We recall some of the basic definitions of deficiencies of Nevanlinna theory:
Let c be a non-zero complex costant then for a meromorphic function f(z) , we define its shift by f(z+c) and its difference operator by
where m is a positive integer
In particular, ∆ n c f (z) = ∆ n f (z) for c=1. We define Differential -difference Monomial as
where c ij are complex constants , and n ij are natural numbers , i= 0, 1, ... ,k and j=0, 1, ... ,m.
Then the degree of M[f] will be the sum of all the powers in the product on the right hand side.
denote the distinct monomials in f, and a 1 (z), a 2 (z), ... be the small meromorphic functions including complex numbers then
where ∆ is a finite set of multi-indices, a j (z) are small functions of f, M j [f ] are differential-difference monomials, will be called a differential-difference polynomial in f, which is a finite sum of products of f , derivatives of f, their shifts, and derivatives of its shifts. We define the total degree d of P[z, f] in f as
If all the terms in the summation of P[f] have same degrees, then P[f] is known as homogeneous differential-difference polynomial. Usually, we take P[f] such that T(r, P) = S(r, f ). Linear Difference Polynomial is defined as the Difference polynomial of degree one e.g. 
SECTION 1
Korhonen and Halburd ([4] , [5] ) gave direction to study the uniqueness of f(z) and its shift f(z+c), where c is a non-zero complex constant. In 2009, Heitokangas et al [6] started to consider the value sharing problems for the shifts of meromorphic functions and obtained many results as following: Some existing uniqueness results on the cases when g is derivative/ differential polynomial/ shifts of f has been obtained, see e.g. ( [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] ).
In this paper, we consider the case of uniqueness of f(z) with its shift when they share 3 distinct non-zero, finite values(or small functions) IM, with additional conditions as follows. Before proceeding to the main results, let us give some examples.
EXAMPLES:
Here f(z) and f(z+c) share 0 IM and 1 CM and f(z) = f (z + c), where f is entire.
Here f(z) and f(z+c) share 0 IM and 1 CM and f(z) = f (z + c), where f is entire. ii. Let f(z) be a non-constant entire function of finite order. If f(z) and f(z+c) share one small function a(z) CM such that a(z) = 0, ∞, then f(z) ≡ f(z+c) for all complex z provided that δ(0, f ) > 0.
SECTION 2
In this section, we consider the uniqueness of non-periodic function with its difference operator ∆ c f ( In this paper, we prove that if meromorphic function f(z) and ∆ c f (z) share 0, infinity CM and one small function a(z) CM such that a(z) = 0, ∞ , then they will coincide as shown by the following results and we see that sharing of one non-zero and finite complex constant/ small function cannot be dropped as shown by following examples. SOME EXAMPLES: PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1: i. Suppose on the contrary, then
Since f(z) and f(z +c) share 3 distinct a(z), b(z), c(z) ( = 0, ∞ ), therefore, by using Nevanlinna's Second Fundamental Theorem, Lemma 1 and the given conditions , we get:
by using given conditions of the theorem, a contradiction. Therefore,
ii. The case of entire functions follows in the same steps as in (i) takinḡ N (r, f ) = S(r, f ).
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2: i. Suppose on the contrary, then
Since f(z) and f(z +c) share one small function a(z) CM such that a(z) = 0, ∞, therefore, by using Lemma 2 and the given conditions , we get:
∆cf ) + S(r, f) (by using δ(0, f ) + δ(∞,f)> 1).
≤ T (r, f ), a contradiction. Therefore,
ii. Suppose on the contrary, then f (z + c) = f (z).
Since f(z) and f(z +c) share one small function a(z) CM such that a(z) = 0, ∞, therefore, by using Lemma 2 and the given condition, we get: T(r, f) ≤ N (r, f )+N (r, ii. The case of entire functions follows in the same steps as in (i) taking N(r, f) = S(r, f).
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2:
i. Suppose on the contrary, then ∆ c f = f.
